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Why VIVOTEK’s A&E/C Program?
As a professional leader in the IP surveillance industry for over 20 years, we offer a complete 
system design tools that are intelligently made easy for you whatever the specifications from 
your customers.  Our tools use the current and most reliable technology out in the market to
date. 

As a Member: 
Becoming VIVOTEK’s A&E/C is risk-free at no cost
to you and comes with many benefits. Here are 
just a few:
  Specifications
  Drawings
  Tools
  System Design Support 



Benefits
When you partner with VIVOTEK, you are working with 
industry-leading professionals who are dedicated and 
committed to your project design specifications. We 
have the tools and support to enable you to succeed.

Channel Partner Portal
   Gain access to our channel portal for the latest products, 
   training, and sales information

VIVOTEK North America Academy
   Instructor led training for certification
   Virtual certification courses
   Training program for VIVOTEK products
   VIVOTEK Learning Academy for e-learners

Architect & Engineer/Consultant Support
   VIVOTEK’s Product Selector Guide
   Qualified sales staff on hand
   Dedicated vertical sales support - transportation, K-12, healthcare
   VIVOTEK support tools

1. BIMObject support
2. Autodesk Revit
3. Microsoft Visio Stencils
4. IPVSG Design Tools

Dedicated A&E email: vivotek_ae@vivotek.com

Registration Information
For more information on the program registration, please 
complete the form here: https://forms.office.com/r/0bC7Bzj3gc  



About VIVOTEK:
VIVOTEK Inc. (TAIEX: 3454) is a global, technology-driven IP surveillance solutions provider
that aims to provide the most trusted intelligent surveillance solutions to society. Due to the 
company’s expansive technological capabilities in image and audio, system integrators 
count on VIVOTEK to address end users’ needs for intelligent security, control, and 
management solutions. The company specializes in IP cameras, video management 
software, and edge AI video analytics. Founded in Taiwan in 2000, VIVOTEK has formed 
strategic alliances worldwide, and works with over 180 authorized distributors across more 
than 100 countries, with regional offices in the United States, the Netherlands, India, Mexico, 
and Japan. In 2017, the company joined Delta Group, a global leader in power and thermal 
management solutions, to serve as the security and intelligence core for the Delta Building 
Automation Business. For more information, please visit: www.vivotek.com.
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